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Members of the Association are reminded that the Association maintains
an officefor supplying informationwith regard to men and women available
forappointmentto college positionsin mathematics. This officedoes not handle
detailed recommendations,afterthe mannerof a teachers' agency, but supplies
certainessential factswith regardto each candidate, togetherwith the name of
a sponsor fromwhom furtherinformationabout him can be obtained. The
aim is to keep the filesas complete and up-to-date as possible. To this end,
candidates for appointment,especially candidates for a first appointment,
are invited to put their names on record with the office,and departments in
search of instructorsare urged to avail themselves of its facilities. There is
no charge forits services,eitherto departmentsor to candidates. Registration
blanks and informationmay be obtained from ProfessorH. WV.Kuhn, Ohio
State University,Columbus, Ohio.

ON STERN'S

SERIES

DIATOMIC

By D. H. LEHMER, BrownUniversity

The purpose of the presentpaper is to extendthe investigationof the following "Diatomic Series" studied by Stern.'
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Each line of this table is formedfromthe preceedingone by insertingbetween consecutive elements theirsum. The lines of this table, of which there
are infinitelymany, are numberedas indicated on the left.
Stern has proved a numberof interestingfacts concerningthis series among
which are the following:
1. The numberof termsin the n-th line is 2n+ 1, and theirsum is 3n+1.
2. The numberof termsin the table down to and includingthe n-thline
is 2n+'+n and theirsum is -1(3n+
'+I1)+n.
1
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3. The average value of the terms in the n-thline is nearly (3/2)n which
is twicethe average value of the termsin the whole table down to and including
the n-th line.
4. The table is symmetric: the k-th term on the nth line is equal to the
(2n+ 2-k) th term.
5. The terms which appear in the n-th line as the sums of their two
adjacent termsare called dyads of the n-thorder. There are 2n-1dyads of the
n-thorderand 2n-1+ 1 non-dyads. The dyads occupy the positionsof even rank
in the line.
6. In the sequence of terms (a, b, c), (a+c)*b is an integer.
7. If the sequence (a, b, c) appears in the n-thline the dyad b occurs in the
(n-k)th line where k = (a +c-b)/2b.
8. Two consecutive terms have no common factor.
9. The sequence (a, b) can occur but once in the table.
10. If a and b are relativelyprime the sequence (a, b) appears in the line
whose number is one less than the sum of the quotients appearing in the expansion of alb in a regularcontinued fraction.
11. The numberk cannot appear as a dyad in the n-th line if n ? k.
12. The number of times an element k appears in the (k - 1)st and all
succeedinglines is Euler's q$(k).
13. The number p is a prime if and only if it appears (p-1) times in the
(p-1)st line.
We proceed to a closerstudy of the series. A termof the seriesis determined
by its line and its rank in that line. We shall exhibit an algorithmforfinding
the value of the termin the k-thline and of rank R.
Theorem 1. If a numberhas therank Rn in the n-thline it appears directly
belowin the (n+k)th line withtherank:
(1)

Rn+k = 2k(Rn -

1) + 1.

In fact this formula is easily seen to satisfy the necessary recurrence: Rn+k
= 2Rn?k1 - 1, and to have the proper initial value for k = 0. If Rn is equal to
one, we see that the rank of one is always one. It is easy to see that the number
m appears in the (mi- 1)st line as a dyad of rank 2. Applying the preceding
theoremwith R=2 we see that the rank of m in the n-th line is 2n-m+1+1.

This being true for all values of m<n+1,

it follows that the (m-l)st

line

contains all the natural numbersfrom1 to m in descending order,the integer
I appearing at the rank 2m-1+l. Thus the 4-th line contains the numbers
5, 4, 3, 2, 1 with the ranks of 2, 3, 5, 9, 17 respectively.
If r1and r2are consecutive entriesin the n-th line and r1>r2, then r1is a
dyad. In the line above there are the two entries (r1-r2, r2). If r1-r2>r2,
r2is again a non-dyad and in the (n - 2)nd line there will appear the sequence
(ri-2r2,r2). But if on the other hand r1-r2<r2, then r2 is a dyad and the
(n-2)nd line will reveal the sequence (r1-r2, 2r2-r1).
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r, = ql r2 + r3,
r2 =

(2)

q2 r3 +

r4,

r3 = q3 r4+

r5,

rm-2

=

qm-2

rm-, + rm,

we pass upwards qi lines to the top of the column of r2 where the sequence
(r3,r2)occurs. Taking the column of non-dyadsr3we move upwards q2 lines to
the sequence (r3,r4) and so on until we at last reach the sequence (rm-1,rm) or
else (rm,rm-1)according as m is even or odd. But r1and r2,being consecutive
terms,are primeto each otherso that we at lengthrun into the edge of the table
at (rm-1,1) or (1, rm-1).

From the above equations we can writerllr2 as a continuedfraction:
ri/r2 =

[ql,

q2,

q3,

.

. .I

qm-2I

rm-il

Since the sequences (rmi1, 1) or (1, rm-1)are on the (rmi1)st

that (r,, r2) occurs on the n-thline where
n = q1 +

q2 +

q3 +

line, it follows

rm--1,

which is in fact Stern's result 10.
If instead ofchoosinga sequence (ri, r2)we select values of qi, q2, rm-q
3 ...
such that theirsum is n+ 1, and calculate the correspondingcontinuedfraction
we will get a sequence (ri,r2) on the n-thline; forthe equations (2) may be solved
backwards forthe ri knowingthe qi.
Since there are 2n+1 termsin the n-th line we can form2n fractionsri/r2.
Since the table is symmetricfor every fractionri/r2we have a corresponding
fractionr2/r1.The quotients in the expansion of these two fractionsare identical, except that in the case of the proper fraction,the set of quotients is preceded by zero. If we change the complete quotient 1/(rm-2),which is never
unity, to 1/[rm_j-1+(1/1)] in the expansion of the proper fractionand disregardthe zero quotient qo, the numberof quotients and theirsum will remain
unchanged. Since the sequence (r1,r2) occurs but once in the table we have by
this device a set of quotients correspondingto each fractionin the line with no
two sets identical. The numberof these sets is 2n which gives at once the proof
of the theoremin the theoryof partitionsthat the numberof ways of expressing
in+1 as the sum of positive integersis 2 , sums differing
only in the order of
their terms being counted as distinct.
If r1/r2expands with an odd (even) numberof quotients, r2/r1has an even
(odd) number of quotients. In other words for every expressionof n+1 as a
sum of an odd number of integers,there correspondsone and only one set of
even numberof integerswhose sum is n+1. This establishes the theoremthat
the numbersof ways of expressingn+ 1 as a sum of an odd or even numberof
integersare the same and are equal to 2n1.
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By findingall the representationsof n+ 1 as the sum of integerswe can
calculate all the sequences (r,, r2) on the n-th line. The question now arises
how to distributethese sequences on the line. In a particularcase the distribution can be effectedby tentative methods using the facts 4, 5, 6 and others.
But we shall develop a formulawhichassigns to any number(r,) in the sequence
(r,, r2) a definiterank. A given sequence (r,, r2) appears on the left or right
side of the table according as the numberof quotients in the expansion of r, r2
is odd or even. We can always suppose that the given sequence (r,, r2) is such
that the continued fractionfor r, r2 has an even number of quotients and is
such that r >r2.
For if r, r2has an odd numberof quotients and is thus on the rightside of
the table, the fractionr2/r,on the lefthas an even number. If r2> ri then the
adjacent sequence (r2,r2-ri) can be taken in lieu of the given sequence. When
we findthe rank of ri on the leftside, the rank of ri on the rightcan be easily
calculated. For example if we wish to findthe position of 85 in the sequence
(85, 16) we expand the continuedfraction85/16= [5, 3, 5]. Thus (85, 16) is on
the 12th line on the righthand side. If we know the rank of 85 in (16, 85) which
is on the left side of the table we can answer our question by subtractingthis
rank from212+ 2. But (16, 85) is followedby (85, 85 - 16) or (85, 69). We find
that' 85/69 = [1, 4, 3, 5] which has in fact an even numberof quotients. Referring to equations (2), the rank of a dyad rm._in the (rm_1-1)st line is 2.
Accordingto our Theorem 1, the rank of rm_,,qm-2 lines down is 2qm-2+1 and
that of its righthand neighbourrm-2 is 2q_-2.Then qm3 lines fartherdown the
number rm2 has the rank 2qn-3(2qm-2-1)+ 1, and its rightneighbourrm_3has
the rank
2 qn&-3+qm-2 - 2qm-3 + 2
Similarilythe rank of rm-4,

qm-4

lines fartherdown is

2qm-4+ qm-3+ qm-2

2qm-4+ qn-3

-

+

2qm-4

Finally the rank of r, on the rightside of the line n is

(3)

R

=

2ql+q2+q3+

+q n-2-

2ql+q2+.

J+qm-3

+

.

e

-

2ql+q2

+

2ql

We shall next consider the problem of findingthe number r, which has a
given rank R in a given line n. If R > 2n- we can consider instead the correwhich is less than 2 '. If R is odd, the numberri is
sponding rank 2n+2-R
a non-dyadin the n-thline and we can followri back to the (n-k)th line where
it becomes a dyad, and hence has an even rank. By Theorem 1, k is the largest
1.
power of 2 in R-1 and the rank of r, in the (n-k)th line is R, = (R-1)2-?+
Thus we have only to considerthe cases in which R is even and less than 2n-1.
Let now r2 be the left neighbourof ri and let
rl/r2=

[qi, q2

q3 -.

qn-2

rmn-i]

= [qlq2q3
1The laborofmakingthesecondexpansionis obviated by notingthatifr,/r2
then r,/(r,-r2) = [1, q,-1, q2 * * -I or [q2+1, q3, q4 .
], according as ri>2r2 or ri<2r2.

. *.
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The rank of r1is given by equation (3). We have only to determinethe quotientsqi. The firstquotient qi is simplythe highestpower of 2 in the given R,
q2 is the highest power of 2 in R 2-1 -1, q3 is the highest power of 2 in
(R 2-1-1) 2-a2+1, and so on.
In this way we can determinethe successive partial quotients in the expansion of r1lr2. Thus farwe have not taken into account the numberof the line n.
The complete quotient rm_iis determinedas the differencebetween n+1 and
the sum of the partial quotients. Thus we see that the complete quotient r_-1
is a functionof the line n fora given rank R. It followsfromthe theoryof continued fractionsthat the numbers which occupy the same rank in successive
lines are in arithmeticalprogressionwhose commondifferenceis the numerator
of the penultimate convergent. The value of ri for a given line can now be
readily computed fromthe continuedfractionexpansion of r1/r2.
Example: What numberon the hundredthline has the rank of one million?
2qj(2q2+q3+
2q2(2

q3+

***qm-2

.

-

qml-2

-

1) = 15624

-

+

1)

1) = 976

-

2q3(2 q4+

qm-2

2q4(2q5+

qm-2

-

-

2q5(2q6+

qm-2

-

+ 1)

-

2q6(2**

2q7(

.

6
=
q2
3

+ 1) = 1000000

+1)

-

qi

1954

=

q3 =

1

q4 =

4

62

q5 = 1

1) 30q6

=

=

= 16

4

q7=

7
sqi
i=1

rm, = r8 = 101 -

20

=

81,

1

=

20

r/r2 = [6,3,1,4,1,1,4,81].

Calculating the value of r1 r2,we have r1= 97139.
In the precedingdiscussionwe have foundanswersto our problemsin terms
of certain algorithms. We shall pass on to the considerationof series of dyads
whose values are given by a definiteformula.
Theorem 2. If thesequence (ri, r2) occursin then-thline withri>r2 and the
rank of r1beingR, thesmallestdyad occuringbetweenthetermsr1and r2 on the
line n+k is ri+kr2 and its rankis 2kR.
Consider the portionof the table in which we are interested.
X ri

n+ 1 ri
n + 2 r1

r2

ri +
2r1+ r2

r2

r2

ri + r2

r1+ 2r2

r2

n + 3 r1 3r1+ r2 2r1+ r2 3r1+2r2 ri + r2 2r1+3r2 r1+ 2r2 r1+ 3r2 r2
In the line n+2, the smallest dyad between r1 and r2 is

r1+2r2,

since ri>r2.

64
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Applyingthe same reasoningto the sequence (rl+r2, r2),the smallest dyad on
the (n+3)rd line is rl+3r2, etc. The rank of each minimumdyad at each step
is one less than that of r2. By Theorem 1, afterk moves, the rank of rl+kr2 is
2kR, which is the theorem.
In general if (ri, rj+r2, r2)be any threeconsecutivenumbersin the (n+1)st
line, the largestdyad in the (n+2)nd line betweenri and r2is obtained by starting from the dyad rl+r2 and moving down one line and towards its largest
neighbour. Thus if rl>r2, we would move to the dyad 2r,+r2. Since r+r2 >ri
we would next move down to the rightto the dyad 3r,+2r2.
We shall defineby a zig-zag move one which is continuallydescendingand
changingits directionfromleftto rightand fromrightto leftetc. at each line.
A right(left) zig-zag move starts down towards the right(left). Continually
applying the above reasoningwe have the theorem:
Theorem 3. If thesequence(r1,r2)for ri>r2 appears in then-thline theright
zig-zagmovepasses overdyads whichare greaterthan any otherelementsbetween
ri and r2 in any line.
Corollary. In any line n > 1 thereare twoequal termswhichare largerthanall
theothertermson theline.
This followsat once fromconsideringthe sequence (1, 3, 2) and the symmetryof the table. We shall returnto these maximumdyads later. We next
considerthe rank of any dyad afterk steps of a rightzig-zag move startingwith
a termof rank Ro. The firststep bringsus down towards the rightto rl+r2, a
dyad of rank R1= 2Ro by Theorem 1. The next move takes us down to the left
to a dyad of rank R2= 2R1-2, and afterk steps we stop on the dyad in question
of rank:

(4)

=

Rk

-

2Rk-1

?

[1

(-

1)k].

The solution of this differenceequation gives us:
Rk =

1{2k

+ 2 + [1 +

(-

1)k+1] }

+

2k(Ro -

1).

It is easy to verifythat this solution satisfiesthe required recurrence(4) and
that fork = 0 it has the propervalue Ro. For a leftzig-zag move the recurrence
is:
Rk =

2Rk-1

-

[i

+

(-

i)k+i],

the solution of which is seen to be
Rk =

- 2k + 4 - [1 + (-

1) k+1] }+

2k(Ro

-

1).

These zig-zag moves have another important property namely: the dyads
passed over are such that any one is equal to the sum of the preceding two
dyads. For in the above diagram
and

3r, + 2r2= (2r1+ r2) + (r, + r2) for the leftmove,
2r, + 3r2= (r, + 2r2)+ (ri + r2) for the rightmove.
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The propertyis proved by induction.
We have then to deal with sets of dyads which satisfythe differenceequation:
Wn+2 = Wn+l+ Wn.
The general theory of the recurringseries of the second order has been considered at length by Lucas.' The series Wn are determinedwhen one assigns
definitevalues to WOand W,. If WO= 0. Wi = 1 the series Wnis the celebrated
Fibonacci or Pisano series:
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610,**
and the value of the n-thtermis:
Un =

( 1- VX5)n

(1 +Vs/)~ n

2(

nV5

The series is fundamentalin our discussion. If Wo and W, assume othervalues
than (0, 1) it can be shown that
Wn = WlUn + WOUn,-i

where Unis the n-thtermof theFibonacci series. Making use of this factwe can
write down the value of the dyad occuring at the end of k steps of a rightor
leftzig-zag move. It is only necessaryto know the firsttwo dyads WOand W1.
The maximum dyad on each line deserves special attention. Taking the
lines n =0, 1 we have for Wo= 1, W,=2,
2 U. + Un-1=

Wn=

Un+2

Hence we can state:
Theorem 4: In any line n thelargestdyads have thecommonvalue
[(1 +

Un+2 =

;
V/5)n+2- (1 - \/5)n+2]/2n+2V/5

and theirranksare
Rn = 1(2r + 2 + [1 + (-

and

2n + 2 -Rn

= 1(2n+l + 4-

[t + (-

t)n+j])
t)n+1j).

Again if we start with one in the second line and make a rightzig-zag move
we pass over the dyads 1, 3, 4, 7, 1 1, 18, * * . Here Wo = 1, WI = 3. Wn= 3 Un
+ Un-,. Substitutingthe expressionsderived for Un and Un-, we have
.

Wn=

3

n___
_(_ +_\_5)n

(--_

nV/5

_2

(1 ?\V5)n+'?

V

+

(1 +
-2

\/5)

n-i -

n-L\/5

(1 -V>n+'

2n+1
I

(1 -

vol. 1, pp. 184-240,289-321.
AmericanJournalof Mathematics,

N/5)n-I
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These numbersare what Lucas terms Vn. We can state the followingtheorem:
Theorem 5: In any line n > 2 thelargestdyads in thefirstand last quartersof
theline n havethecommonvalue;
(1 + V/5)n+l+ (1
and theranks

R=

-_

/5)n+

2 n+1

3 { 2n-1 +

2 +

[1 +

(-

1)t/}

and

[1 +

+ 4-

{5.2n-1

(-

l)].

Any numberof such theoremsmay be writtenout.
In general,ifthe values Woand W1are the firsttwo dyads in a rightzig-zag
move where Wo is in the n-thline with the rank R, thereis on the (n+k)th line
the dyad
5

(5)

Wkc

=

Wl

+
(( \?5)k

-k

)?

V5)+
2kV\5

t

Wo

I

?

1

V5

k-(1-

2k1/
k-1V\)

(2 -

whose rank is
2k +

R=,

2 +

[t +

(-

l)k+1]}

+

2k(Ro -

1).

The same value is foundI lines fartherdown with the rank
(6)

21

Rk+, = -{

3

- 2) - 1 1)+k?]}
? [1 + (27k(3Ro

?

1.

Let m be any line with m> n. Let m- n be representedas the sum of two
integersk+1 in all the m- n ways. Then thereexist (m - n +1) elementson the
m-thline whose values are obtained by puttingthe values of k in (5) and whose
ranks are obtained by puttingthe values of I and k in (6).
It may be remarkedthat
Wk/Wk-1 =

[1,1 ,1,11, *

1qk+l,qk+2

...

qm-2iJ.

It is hopeless to try to account for every dyad in the table by the zig-zag
moves,since thereexistsequences (r1,r2)in the n-thline withall possiblearrangements of quotients whose sum is n+1. Wlemightdefineother moves to give
or
other types of continued fractionexpansions such as 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2,
.
..
2,
3,
2,
we
types.
But
3,
and an enormous variety of other simple
1,
1,
would still be at a loss to account forthe infinitudeof non periodic expansions
occuringin the majorityof cases.
Example: The numbers ri=2960276935825111, r2=1679421121698828
being selected at random.,to determinewhether the sequence (ri, r2) appears
in the array and, if so, where. We findthat
.

.

ri/r2= [1,1,3,4,1,2,7,1,7,7,1,5,10,7,1,3,1,2,1,10,1,3,1,4,5,9,3,1,6,16].
Thereforesince ri and r2 are prime to each other and the sum of the quotients
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is 124, the sequence appears in the 123rd line and on the leftside of the middle
since thereis an even numberof quotients. In fact the rank is
R = 218-

2102

+ 2101- 298 + 289

+

.

*

25-

252+ 2

= 321666940077382478983219549565470.
The numberof termson this line is
2123 +

1 = 10633823966279326983230456482242756609.

So the sequence (r1,r2) is about 1/33058of the way across the line. The average
value of the termson this line is
(3/2)I23

=

4562730984784777544048,

which is 15 milliontimes larger than the numberr1. The largest termon this
line is
U125 = 59425114757512643212875125
whose least rank is
R = 3544607988759775661076818827414252204.
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University
By FRANK EDWIN WOOD, Northwestern

1. Introduction.The propertiesof projectivelydefinedconfigurationsare
oftenknown for special metriccases beforethe propertiesof the general case
are considered;such howeveris not always the case, and in particularthe metric
propertiesof the configurationarising fromtwo similar-perspectivetriangles
have only been studied since the propertiesof the general Desargues configuration were obtained. Moreover in the majorityof papers upon this subject, the
idea of sense has not been considered,so that many of the theoremsobtained
are either incompletelyproved or are incorrectlystated. Various new theorems
are stated in this paper, referencebeing made to any known to be in the literature.
when (a) theyare similar,
Two triangleswill be said to be similar-perspective
(b) they are in perspectivewith concurrentlines joining vertices at which are
arisingfromthem
equal angles, (c) all ten pointsof the Desargues configurations
are finite.' In this paper two trianglesare regardedas similar-perspectiveonly
in case (d) theyhave the same relativesense, in addition to the otherproperties.
One readily sees that any point of a Desargues configurationcan be taken
as the centerof two perspectivetrianglesmade up frompoints of the configuration, so that we can speak of two correspondingtriangles,and of a vertex(or
to a triangle.
point) corresponding
1 This condition
sidesparallel.
withcorresponding
oftwotriangles
excludestheconsideration

